THE VALIANT VOLUNTEERS who prepared the donuts were: Cpl Jack Anderson, Rep; Sgt Henry Maloy, Sup 2; Cpl Emmett Earl McMillan, Hq; Sgt Albert C Ostman, Rep; Pfc Sidney Davis, Serv; Sgt Major Clement Blomberg, Hq; Sgt John P Follmer, Rep (The TT Man From St Paul).

VOLUNTARY KP IS CATCHING: The RAF boys, who are our guests at Tuesday night Bingoes, have volunteered to help make next week’s donuts.

EVER SINCE we announced in WHO DAT that those who wanted to vote could obtain ballots, we have been deluged with questions such as, "Who'll we vote for?" "What offices are vacant?" "How can we vote without hearing the campaign speeches?" We have no answers, but we might point out that one advantage of being overseas is that one doesn’t have to listen to campaign speeches.

ONE THING we know is that Georgians can vote this year, at the age of 18; what that will mean to Georgia politicos we couldn’t say.

BOXING GLOVES will be found in your Orderly Room. Just what this means, we don’t know. You can buy 4 inch blade knives in the PX. Dispensary, take note.
DENMARK: Stockholm reported the arrival of another Danish submarine after it had lain submerged in Copenhagen Harbor for 9 hours. Several disturbances broke out in Copenhagen and the Germans were forced to bring artillery into the streets. King Christian made his first public appearance since martial law was declared and was wildly cheered by throngs which gathered despite the order forbidding groups of more than 5 people. Other Stockholm reports say that the German occupying forces have arrested all active Danish naval and army officers, estimated at 1500 in a move to restore order. The American news says the German controlled Oslo radio announced that King Christian had abdicated, but the report lacks confirmation from other sources. The King was reported under arrest in a castle, but the report of his public appearance, given above, is the latest news. Danish soldiers were said to have blown up all important fortifications except on the island of Eyen. Several hundred Nazi troops were reported killed in fighting Danish troops. Three more small Danish warships carrying soldiers reached Sweden, bringing the number of Danish naval vessels which escaped to 15...

RUSSIA: The Soviets are now astride both of the main railways leading east of Smolensk with the capture of Yelnya yesterday, putting them about 50 miles away from Smolensk at each point. . . . The Russians deepened their wedge in the Ukraine with the capture of Glukhov, which brings them to a total distance of 100 miles west of Kursk since the summer campaign began. German resistance continues to be fierce all along the front. . . . Russian cavalry continues to mop up Nazi infantry and lorries in the wake of the German retreat from Taganrog. Quite a few prisoners and war material were taken. German troops in the Donets basin, estimated at 800,000 and 200,000, in the western Caucasus face the danger of entrapment as a result of the Russian successes on the southern front...

EUROPE: The RAF made a heavy night raid on Berlin last night. It was revealed that a previous raid, made 8 nights ago, dropped 1700 tons of explosives on Berlin and cost the RAF 58 planes. Mosquitoes attacked industrial centers in the Ruhr while other planes attacked airfields in northern France. 48 bombers are missing from the night's operations. . . . Enemy raiders dropped bombs on southern England last night. . . . American Fortresses shot down 5 enemy fighters during a raid on the airfield at Amiens, France. Mercenaries struck at airfields at Lille and St. Pau. 5 enemy fighters were shot down by accompanying fighters, while 2 other enemy planes were brought down over the Channel, bringing the day's bag to 12. 2 bombers and 3 fighters of the Allied forces did not return from these operations. . . . London newspapers expressed satisfaction over Churchill's radio statement last night that Stalin had not been present at the conference held in Quebec because Stalin is in direct command of the Soviet Forces and cannot leave them at the present time. Churchill said that he and President Roosevelt would persevere in their efforts to meet with Stalin. . . . Count Galeazzo Ciano, former Italian foreign minister, his wife Ada, (daughter of Mussolini) and 3 children were arrested by French authorities at the border. They were dressed in peasant clothes and carrying large sums of French, Italian and Spanish currency. . . . Zurich reported that Clara and Maria Pettacei, sisters, and sweethearts of Mussolini, were arrested at Lake Maggiore on charges of appropriating sums of State money. . . . Madrid reported that Gen Gerd von Runstedt, commander of the Nazi Anti-Invasion Forces in France, warned Marshal Petain that each city and town in France would be responsible for any uprisings...

UNITED STATES: Secretary of State Hull, commenting on a statement made by newspaper columnist Pearson said: "I am informed that recently Pearson published over the radio and in the press the charge that I and other high officials in the State Department are opposed to the Soviet Government and that we actually wish the Soviet Union to be bledd white. I desire to brand these statements as monstrous, diabolical falsehoods."
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PX (Delayed) The Bingo Lancers advanced by the numbers last night, capturing much booty and food stores in the form of coffee and donuts.

CREDIT Gen Stonewall Jackson McMillan, Flower of the Confederacy, with invention of the title, Bingo Lancers. Never thought he had it in him.

THE VALIANT VOLUNTEERS, who prepared the donuts were: Cpl Jack Anderson, Rep; Sgt Henry Maloy, Sup 2; Cpl William Lee, Rep 2; Cpl Emmett Earl McMillan, Hq; Sgt Albert C Ostman, Rep; Pfc Sidney Davis, Serv; Sgt Major Clement Blomberg, Hq; Sgt John P Follmer, Rep (The TT Man From St Paul)

VOLUNTARY KP IS CATCHING: The RAF boys, who are our guest at Tuesday night Bingo, have volunteered to help make next week's donuts.

EVER SINCE we announced in WHO DAT that those who wanted to vote could obtain ballots, we have been deluged with questions such as, "Who'll we vote for?" "What offices are vacant?" "How can we vote without hearing the campaign speeches?" We have no answers, but we might point out that one advantage of being overseas is that one doesn't have to listen to campaign speeches.

ONE THING we know is that Georgians can vote this year, at the age of 18; what that will mean to Georgia politicians we couldn't say.

BOXING GLOVES will be found in your Orderly Room. Just what this means, we don't know. You can buy 4 inch blade knives in the PX. Dispensary, take note.

OFFICIAL

O.D., Sept 1, Capt Richard C Burgess.  
O.D., Sept 2, Capt August C Herman. O.D. may be found in Group Headquarters.

THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY:

CAPT. A. C.

MOVIES, Tonight in Rooville, Happy Serv a Writ, with Bill Boyd. Sounds like a western. Training Film, On Your Toes. BUSHTOWN, Cadet Girl.

DUNCAN FIELDERS and Bush Boys played to a 3-3 tie yesterday, stopping to let the Bush Leaguers practice. TODAY: Wheaton's Headaches and Parker House Boys try to knock each other out of the "A" League.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY-TOMORROW TO Sgt Gordon P Knapp, QM; T/Sgt William F Kelley, QM.

ROCOVILLE WILL SOON have its own photo lab, as soon as a larger dark room can be arranged. A club of camera fans will be organized, and those who like to develop and print their own films and make camera palaver will be able to do so. Men interested please get in touch with T/Sgt John Reft, Hq, in the Finance Office, or Hut B-3.

IF YOU SEE a GI walking into poles and ditches, steer him to the WHO DAT office, we have his GI glasses. They were found in Sgt La Valley the Barber's Hut.

THE LITERARY WORLD will have its representative in the Ping Pong Tournament; S/Sgt James Still, better known as James Still. Jim will play ping pong and sing Kentucky folk songs at one and the same simultaneous time, as we old circus grifters used to say.
DENMARK: Stockholm reported the arrival of another Danish submarine after it had lain submerged in Copenhagen Harbor for 9 hours. Several disturbances broke out in Copenhagen and the Germans were forced to bring artillery into the streets. King Christian made his first public appearance since martial law was declared and was wildly cheered by throngs which gathered despite the order forbidding groups of more than 5 people. Other Stockholm reports say that the German occupying forces have arrested all active Danish naval and army officers, estimated at 1500 in a move to restore order. The American news says the German controlled Oslo radio announced that King Christian had abdicated, but the report lacks confirmation from other sources. The King was reported under arrest in a castle, but the report of his public appearance, given above, is the latest news. Danish soldiers were said to have blown up all important fortifications except on the island of Eyen. Several hundred Nazi troops were reported killed in fighting Danish troops. Three more small Danish warships carrying soldiers reached Sweden, bringing the number of Danish naval vessels which escaped to 15...

RUSSIA: The Soviets are now astride both of the main railways leading east of Smolensk with the capture of Yelnya yesterday, putting them about 50 miles away from Smolensk at each point. The Russians deepened their wedge in the Ukraine with the capture of Glukhov, which brings them to a total distance of 100 miles west of Kursk since the summer campaign began. German resistance continues to be fierce all along the front. Russian cavalry continues to mop up Nazi infantry and lorries in the wake of the German retreat from Taganrog. Quite a few prisoners and war material were taken. German troops in the Donets basin, estimated at 800,000 and 200,000 in the western Caucasus face the danger of entrapment as a result of the Russian successes on the southern front...

EUROPE: The RAF made a heavy night raid on Berlin last night. It was revealed that a previous raid, made 3 nights ago, dropped 1700 tons of explosives on Berlin and cost the RAF 58 planes. Mosquitoes attacked industrial centers in the Ruhr while other planes attacked airfields in northern France. 48 bombers are missing from the night's operations... Enemy raiders dropped bombs on southern England last night... American Fortresses shot down 5 enemy fighters during a raid on the airfield at Amiens, France. Merladers struck at airfields at Lille and St Pau. 5 enemy fighters were shot down by accompanying fighters, while 2 other enemy planes were brought down over the Channel, bringing the day's bag to 12. 2 bombers and 3 fighters of the Allied forces did not return from these operations... London newspapers expressed satisfaction over Churchill's radio statement last night that Stalin had not been present at the conference held in Quebec because Stalin is in direct command of the Soviet forces and cannot leave them at the present time. Churchill said that he and President Roosevelt would persevere in their efforts to meet with Stalin... Count Galeazzo Ciano, former Italian foreign minister, his wife Adda, (daughter of Mussolini) and 3 children were arrested by French authorities at the border. They were dressed in peasant clothes and carrying large sums of French, Italian and Spanish currency... Zurich reported that Clara and Maria Fettaci, sisters, and sweethearts of Mussolini, were arrested at Lake Maggiore on charges of appropriating sums of State money... Madrid reported that Gen Gerd von Runstedt, commander of the Nazi Anti-Invasion Forces in France, warned Marshal Petain that each city and town in France would be responsible for any uprisings...

UNITED STATES: Secretary of State Hull, commenting on a statement made by newspaper columnist Pearson said, "I am informed that recently Pearson published over the radio and in the press the charge that I and other high officials in the State Department are opposed to the Soviet Government and that we actually wish the Soviet Union to be bled white. I desire to brand these statements as monstrous, diabolical falsehoods."...
ONE THING we can't say...
UNITED STATES: Secretary of State Hull, commenting on a statement made by newspaper columnist Pearson said, "I am informed that recently Pearson published over the radio and in the press the charge that I and other high officials in the State Department are opposed to the Soviet Government and that we actually wish the Soviet Union to be bled white. I desire to brand these statements as monstrous, diabolical falsehoods."...

RUSSIA: The Soviets are now astride both of the main railways leading east of Smolensk with the capture of Yelaya yesterday, putting them about 50 miles away from Smolensk at each point. The Russians deepened their wedge in the Ukraine with the capture of Glukhov, which brings them to a total distance of 100 miles west of Kursk since the summer campaign began. German resistance continues to be fierce all along the front. Russian cavalry continues to mop up Nazi infantry and lorries in the wake of the German retreat from Taganrog. Quite a few prisoners and war material were taken. German troops in the Donets basin, estimated at 800,000 and 200,000 in the western Caucasus face the danger of entrapment as a result of the Russian successes on the southern front...

EUROPE: The RAF made a heavy night raid on Berlin last night. It was revealed that a previous raid, made 8 nights ago, dropped 1700 tons of explosives on Berlin and cost the RAF 58 planes. Mosquitoes attacked industrial centers in the Ruhr while other planes attacked airfields in northern France. 48 bombers are missing from the night's operations. Enemy raiders dropped bombs on southern England last night. American Fortresses shot down 5 enemy fighters during a raid on the airfield at Amiens, France. Meraders struck at airfields at Lille and St. Paul. 5 enemy fighters were shot down by accompanying fighters, while 2 other enemy planes were brought down over the Channel, bringing the day's bag to 12. 2 bombers and 3 fighters of the Allied forces did not return from these operations. London newspapers expressed satisfaction over Churchill's radio statement last night that Stalin had not been present at the conference held in Quebec because Stalin is in direct command of the Soviet forces and cannot leave them at the present time. Churchill said that he and President Roosevelt would persevere in their efforts to meet with Stalin. Count Galeazzo Ciano, former Italian foreign minister, his wife Adda, daughter of Mussolini) and 3 children were arrested by French authorities at the border. They were dressed in peasant clothes and carrying large sums of French, Italian and Spanish currency. Zurich reported that Clara and Maria Petacci, sisters, and sweethearts of Mussolini, were arrested at Lake Maggiore on charges of appropriating sums of State money. Madrid reported that Gen Gerd von Runstedt, commander of the Nazi Anti-Invasion Forces in France, warned Marshal Petain that each city and town in France would be held.

DENMARK: Stockholm reported the arrival of another Danish submarine after it had lain submerged in Copenhagen Harbor for 9 hours. Several disturbances broke out in Copenhagen and the Germans were forced to bring artillery into the streets. King Christian made his first public appearance since martial law was declared and was wildly cheered by throngs which gathered despite the order forbidding groups of more than 5 people. Other Stockholm reports say that the German occupying forces have arrested all active Danish naval and army officers, estimated at 1500 in a move to restore order. The American news says the German controlled Oslo radio announced that King Christian had abdicated, but the report lacks confirmation from other sources. The King was reported under arrest in a castle, but the report of his public appearance, given above, is the latest news. Danish soldiers were said to have blown up all important fortifications except on the island of Eyen. Several hundred Nazi troops were reported killed in fighting Danish troops. Three more small Danish warships carrying soldiers reached Sweden, bringing the number of Danish naval vessels which escaped to 15...

UNITED STATES: Secretary of State Hull, commenting on a statement made by newspaper columnist Pearson said, "I am informed that recently Pearson published over the radio and in the press the charge that I and other high officials in the State Department are opposed to the Soviet Government and that we actually wish the Soviet Union to be bled white. I desire to brand these statements as monstrous, diabolical falsehoods."...
GI GALLEY, a monthly information and suggestion sheet published for editors of GI papers, has in its current issue a letter from the Editor of Luna Glory, published at Camp Luna, N.M. Writes the Editor, S/Sgt Nolan:

"We believe we hold some kind of record for having established a paper in the shortest time after the camp was established...two months and three days after activation. Can anyone beat that mark?"

Sure, S/Sgt Nolan; WHO DAT was established exactly five days--5, count 'em, 5—after this Group had arrived in camp, and that after a censorably long time in traveling to this Base. Tut, tut, Nolan, your record is small small. "We do things once in a while," we have a letter in the same GI Galley, right under Nolan's, telling of the establishment of WHO DAT.

LABOR DAY PROGRAM in Bushtown starts at 0900, with a baseball, softball and volleyball ball game played in the morning. At 1300 track and field events begin, including: Races, 50 yd, 100 yd, 220 yd, 440 yd; 4 man relay; obstacle race; wheelbarrow race; broad jump, high jump, tug-of-war, 12 men from each Squadron. At 1830, the Group Drill Platoon will give a Marine Drill demonstration; a parade and review will follow, with the Group furnishing the Color Guard. Monday night the Bushtown Theatre will have vaudeville (local talent) and a movie. Rooville Theatre will have the scheduled movie.

FOUND: Dog tag belonging to Joseph S Higgins; canteen cup, knife and spoon, marked M J M.

CATHOLICS IN ROOVILLE are invited to meet in the west wing of the Mess Hall tonight at 1915. Fr. Rigney, Base Catholic Chaplain, will conduct an open discussion on Catholic beliefs.

GROUP CHOIR REHEARSAL at 1900. New men cordially invited.
PACIFIC: The American offensive in the Pacific branched out from the southwest area to the western Pacific, when a carrier task force raided the Japanese island of Marcus, an isolated spot 880 miles west northwest of Wake Island and 1200 miles southeast of Tokio. This is the closest to Japan from the east that American naval and air forces have approached, excepting the Doolittle raid. Marcus Island is a Japanese naval and air base. The Tokio raid reported the raid, and the US Navy revealed that the raid had been scheduled for September 1, but no details were given...In the southwest Pacific the Japanese made another move to withdraw from positions endangered by American advances, when they evacuated Kekata Bay, a seaplane base on Santa Isabel island, west of Kolumbongara and New Georgia. Kekata Bay and Kolumbongara were two strongholds in the path of the American advance on Buin, and Kolumbongara is now outflanked by American forces on Vella La Vella...On New Guinea, allied forces closed in on Salamaaua, while the Japs were being forced to abandon their air base at Wewak, on the north coast of New Guinea, as a result of continued heavy raids. The last raid, two days ago, brought no fighter opposition, and cost the Japs 20-25 grounded planes...Kahili, on the southern tip of Beagoville island was raided by US airmen and 36 of 50-60 Jap interceptors were shot down. Admiral Halsey said that 227 Jap planes were downed during August by planes and AA of the Solomons Command. American losses for the same period were said to be about one fifth of the enemy's total...In the northwest Pacific: Lt Gen John L De Witt, commander of the Western Defense Command received the DSC and citation praising his "inspired and animated leadership which ousted the Japs from the Aleutians. Gen De Witt said the US now has airfields as close to Japan as the carrier Hornet...when it launched Doolittle's raiders over Tokio. He added that shuttle raiding from the Aleutians to China will not be difficult as was the Doolittle raid.

VATICAN CITY: Pope Pius XII, in a radio broadcast declared that hostilities have now reached a climax and the peoples plead for peace, bread and work. The Holy Father said, "To continue the war is to conform to national interests as against human and Christian conscience. Give to all nations a hope of honorable peace by arranging a just peace. Blessed are they, no matter of which belligerents who are working for peace." The Pope enjoined his listeners to pray that the leaders of all the warring nations would be moved to seek a just peace...

MEDITERRANEAN: Indicative of Allied air supremacy in the Sicilian area was the shelling of the Italian coast in the Reggio Di Calabria region southward, on the toe of the Italian boot, by heavy British warships led by the 35,000 ton battleships Nelson and Rodney. 3 British destroyers and 1 Polish destroyer sailed with the Rodney through the Straits of Messina, and from a 10 mile range hurled armor piercing and high explosive shells at shore batteries and installations. The Italian batteries and aircraft offered ineffective opposition...USAF and RAF formations made heavy raids on Brest, Capri, Pisa, Gennarino and a number of other Italian targets...S/Sgt Benjamin F Warner, Fortress gunner, knocked down his 10th enemy plane over Pisa, making the leading air gunner in the North African Theatre, and probably in this war. He already has the DSC, for knocking down 7 enemy fighters in one day over Gerbini, Sicily...

EUROPE: 11 Danish warships fled from the Swedish ports of Malma and Hisingborg, in an attempt to reach the Gulf of Finland and join the Russian fleet. The Danes anticipated an attempt by Nazi warships to attack them. The Nazis rushed troops to 9 Danish cities where general strikes had broken out, and they arrested the trade unions chairman, Ejler Jansen. Hundreds of Danish soldiers were reported killed in the battles with Germans; apparently the fighting was more extensive than at first reported...

RUSSIA: The rout of the Germans in the Taganrog area was termed the biggest German defeat on the Russian front since Stalingrad. The Russians have moved north from Taganrog, to join their forces at Stalingrad. They report 35,000 Nazis killed, 5,000 taken prisoner and the capture of 600 tanks, 800 guns, 200 planes and 3600 trucks...The Reds continued to advance on the Bryansk, Smolensk and Kursk fronts....

UNITED STATES: At Washington, Brendan Bracken, British Minister of Information said "We never know when the war is going to end but there's no chance the enemy will be able to hold in Europe."

*The text contains minor errors and inconsistencies, likely due to the nature of the document.*
GI GALLEY, a monthly information and suggestion sheet published for editors of GI papers, has in its current issue a letter from the Editor of Luna Glow, published at Camp Luna, N.M. Writes the Editor, S/Sgt Nolan:

"We believe we hold some kind of record for having established a paper in the shortest time after the camp was established—two months and three days after activation. Can anyone beat that mark?"

Sure, S/Sgt Nolan; WHO DAT was established exactly five days—5, count 'em, 5—after this Group had arrived in camp, and that after a censorably long time in traveling to this Base. Tut, tut, Nolan, your record is small small. "We do things one-time. Incidentally, we have a letter in the same GI Galley, right under Nolan's, telling of the establishment of WHO DAT.

LABOR DAY PROGRAM in Bushtown starts at 0900, with a baseball, softball and volley ball game played in the morning. At 1300 track and field events begin, including: Races, 50 yd, 100 yd, 220 yd, 440 yd; 4 man relay; obstacle race; wheelbarrow race; broad jump, high jump, tug-of-war, 12 men from each Squadron. At 1630, the Group Drill Platoon will give a Marine Drill demonstration; a parade and review will follow, with the Group furnishing the Color Guard. Monday night the Bushtown Theatre will have vaudeville (local talent) and a movie. Roctville Theatre will have the scheduled movie.

FOUND: Dog tag belonging to Joseph S Higgins; canteen cup, knife and spoon, marked M J M.

CATHOLICS IN ROCTVILLE are invited to meet in the West wing of the Mess Hall tonight at 1915. Fr. Rigney, Base Catholic Chaplain, will conduct an open discussion on Catholic beliefs.

GROUP CHOIR REHEARSAL at 1900. New men cordially invited.
**PACIFIC:** The American offensive in the Pacific branched out from the southwest area to the western Pacific, when a carrier task force raided the Japanese island of Marcus, an isolated spot 880 miles west northwest of Wake Island and 1200 miles southeast of Tokyo. This is the closest to Japan from the east that American naval and air forces have approached, excepting the Doolittle raid. Marcus Island is a Japanese naval and air base. The Tokyo raid reported the raid, and the US Navy revealed that the raid had been scheduled for September 1, but no details were given. In the southwest Pacific the Japanese made a move to withdraw from positions endangered by American advances, when they evacuated Nokatai Bay, a seaplane base on Santa Isabel Island, west of Kolaombjara and New Georgia. Rekata Bay and Kulaonomous were two obstacles in the path of the American advance on Ruin, and Kolaombjara is now outflanked by American forces on Vella La Vella...On New Guinea, Allied forces closed in on Salamauna, while the Japs were being forced to abandon their air base at Wewak, on the north coast of New Guinea, as a result of continued heavy raids. The last raid, two days ago, brought no fighter opposition, and cost the Japs 20-25 grounded planes...Kahili, on the southern tip of Beugainville Island was raided by US airmen and 36 of 50-60 Jap interceptors were shot down. Admiral Halsey said that 227 Jap planes were downed during August by planes and AA of the Solomons Command. American losses for the same period were said to be about one fifth of the enemy's total...In the northwest Pacific: Lt Gen John L. DeWitt, commander of the Western Defense Command received the DSC and citation praising his "inspired and animated leadership which drove the Japs from the Aleutians. Gen De Witt said the US now has airfields as close to Japan as the carrier Hornet was when it launched Doolittle's raiders over Tokyo. He added that shuttle raiding from the Aleutians to China will not be difficult as was the Doolittle raid.

**VATICAN CITY:** Pope PIUS XII, in a radio broadcast declared that hostilities have now reached a climax and the peoples plead for peace, bread and work. The Holy Father said, "To continue the war is to conform to national interests as against human and Christian conscience. Give to all nations a hope of honorable peace by arranging a just peace. Blessed are they, no matter of which belligerents who are working for peace." The Pope enjoined his listeners to pray that the leaders of all the warring nations would be moved to seek a just peace...

**MEDITERRANEAN:** Indicative of Allied air supremacy in the Sicilian area was the shelling of the Italian coast in the Reggio Di Calabria region southward, on the toe of the Italian boot, by heavy British warships led by the 35,000 ton battleships Nelson and Rodney. 8 British destroyers and 1 Polish destroyer sailed with the Rodney through the Straits of Messina, and from a 10 mile range hurled armor piercing and high explosive shells at shore batteries and installations. The Italian batteries and aircraft offered ineffective opposition...USAAF and RAF formations made heavy raids on Taranto, Capri, Pisa, Catanzaro and a number of other Italian targets...S/Sgt Benjamin F. Warner, Fortress gunner, knocked down his 10th enemy plane over Pisa, making the leading air gunner in the North African Theatre, and probably in this war. He already has the DSC, for knocking down 7 enemy fighters in one day over Gurbini, Sicily...

**EUROPE:** Lt Danish warships fled from the Swedish ports of Malmo and Hisingborg, in an attempt to reach the Gulf of Finland and join the Russian fleet. The Danes anticipated an attempt by Nazi warships to attack them. The Nazis rushed troops to 9 Danish cities where general strikes had broken out, and they arrested the trade unions chairman, Ejler Jensen. Hundreds of Danish soldiers were reported killed in the battles with Germans; apparently the fighting was more extensive than at first reported...

**RUSSIA:** The rout of the Germans in the Taganrog area was termed the biggest German defeat on the Russian front since Stalingrad. The Russians have moved north from Taganrog, to join their forces at Stalino. They report 35,000 Nazis killed, 5,000 taken prisoner, and the capture of 600 tanks, 800 guns, 200 planes and 5000 trucks...The Reds continued to advance on the Bryansk, Smolensk and Kursk fronts...

**UNITED STATES:** At Washington, Brendan Bracken, British Minister of Information said "We never know when the war is going to end but there's no chance the enemy -

"...will go soft...the Viennese opera will be heard through Italy to the very last note..."
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** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

IMAGINE THE SURPRISE and anguish of tenants of A and B row huts near the ball diamond when they discovered their favorite Mahogany Sitting Room had been moved out, under their very eyes. As no one has been reported AWOL, we presume no one was occupying the Mansion during the moving.

A little static on the beam in Utilities got the Mansion moved before a bottomless pit had been dug for it, and so it was left, grounded, behind A row. Some of the A row tenants who had been whopping it up, dutifully destroying alcohol, swore off the stuff when they found the Impressive Edifice parked behind their huts.

BUT IT ISN'T TRUE, as some thought, that we have a new detachment, the 1st Mobile Latrine Squadron, with Cpl Saddoris as acting 1st Sgt.

BACK TO BROOKLYN, to his own non-GI tailor shop, goes the Group Tailor, Sgt Morris Balgley, Rep 2, the willing and efficient tailor. Balgley is over 38. We hope his successor keeps as good a shop.

SGT DONAR (C) D HUNT, Serv Sq, wants to know if the Serv Sq will be allotted rations and quarters, provided they stay out of the camp area. They say they have gone for bush onetime, and life is just one DS after another.

FOUND: A Spencerian pen, awarded in a marksmanship contest; Flight jacket, ATC insignia, marked B-3654. Owners please claim at the WHO DAT office.

NO MAIL will be given out by the P.O. to houseboys. Soldiers must claim their own.

C.D., Sept 8, Capt Luther P. Wheate, O.D.
Sept 9, Capt Gwen R. Jennings, O.D. may be found in Group Headquarters.

THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY

MOUVES TONIGHT; Rocville, Rise and Shine with Jack Oakie, Linda Darnell and Geor Murphy. Bushtown, Crystal Ball.

DUNCAN FIELDERS won over the Jilted Gis yesterday, 4-3. TODAY: Bush Boys play Wheaton's Heads at 1630. There is still a vacancy in the B League for another team.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO; Cpl Henry W. Saddoris, Hq; Cpl Cullie E McRee, Rep 2; Cpl Sterling A Shaver, QM.

THE SUPPLY SQ PARROT, which still goes unnamed, is doing his best to talk, but he is laboring under poor environment--his perch, in Orderly Room Row, exposes his tender ears to the roll calls of the 1st Sgts. His present squawking is evidently in imitation of the leather lunge top kicks. We are sweating out his palaver; wondering if he is going to speak GI, African, pidgin English or the King English. The odds are all against the last accomplishment. Probably his first words will be the immortal but unprintable greeting given the Colonel by the parrot kept by the Rep Sq DS men at a base they have since vacated.

RECENT REFUGEES FROM the States are advised that, due to paper restrictions, WHO DAT is distributed on a basis of one copy to every five men. If you want to send home a copy, and can't browbeat your chums into giving one up, come to the WHO DAT office, where we always have a few extras.
ITALY: With no strong force of Germans yet encountered, the British and Canadians continued to strengthen their toe hold on Italy. In the south they moved 10 miles beyond Melito di Porto Salvo; in the central sector they took the northern slopes of Aspromonte and pushed beyond San Stefano on a road which cuts across the Italian toe; on the north they progressed in the plain beyond Palmi. Allied aircraft continued to bomb targets on the supply line from the north...

RUSSIA: The main railway connecting the German forces in Central Russia with those further south has been cut. An advance by a column which by-passed Kondop despised the Germans of most of the Russian railway system in Central Russia. The German hold on Stalino grew weaker with the Russians fighting in the suburbs. Moscow comments that the recent offensive has recovered two of the 'world' richest production areas, the Ukraine, known as Europe's bread basket, and the Donets basin. Moscow added that the USSR now has a supply of wheat, coal and raw materials to keep its war program going through the winter. The Russians report German casualties of 1,539,000 killed, wounded and captured since July 5; the destruction of 8400 enemy tanks; 5700 planes and 28,000 vehicles...

In the US, Gen Marshall said that the Russians are engaging four-fifths of the German ground forces...

SW PACIFIC: Gen MacArthur, whose hqtrs are now in New Guinea, had high praise for the American paratroopers who took the Japs by surprise, surrounding the enemy at Lae. The General witnessed the operation from a Flying Fortress. Americans and Australians, the latter coming from inland, through the jungles, continued to advance, tightening the circle around the Japs. Of 30 Japs' planes which came to the aid of the beleaguered garrison, 7 were shot down and 6 were probables, against the loss of 1 Allied plane...

UNITED STATES: A "middle ground" foreign policy was approved by Republican leaders meeting at Mackinac Island, Mich, according to the United Press. The Republicans favor "responsible participation by the US in post-war cooperative organization among sovereign nations to prevent military aggression and to attain permanent peace with organized justice in a free world." In case of conflict between nations, domestic and foreign policy providing for "responsible council" was endorsed; the Republicans added that the US should adhere to the policy which will preserve its constitutionalism...Pennsylvania Railroad's crack Congressional Limited broke in two on a curve outside Philadelphia. 78 were killed and 50 injured; some of the latter are expected to die. A mechanical defect and not sabotage, was found to be the cause...WPB Chief Nelson won a wage rais for Boeing workers, when he advised the WLB, which controls wages, that the raise was needed to help Flying Fortress production...29 U-boats were sunk in the Atlantic in May, June and July; USAAF sank 5, USN AAF sank 21; surface craft sank 2; combined air and surface action sank 1. Navy Sec Knox warned that the U-boat menace continues, and suggested that the present lull in U-boat activity may be due to re-fitting of U-boats with AA guns...Maj Gen William C Keppner assumed command of the 8th AAF in England (Fighter Command), replacing Brig Gen Frank Hunter. Gen Keppner was formerly Chief on the West Coast...A new Liberty ship, named after Heywood Broun, the late newspaper columnist and President of the American Newspaper Guild, CIO, was launched at Bethlehem Fairfield yards, Baltimore. Mrs. Broun kissed the hull before breaking the usual bottle of champagne on the new ship's prow...Frank Crumit, veteran stage and radio entertainer and composer died of a heart attack. His wife and partner, Julia Sanderson, was with him...A new colorless chemical insect repellent from six times more effective than quinine or similar anti-malarial solutions is in use by the Army, the American Chemical Society revealed. Its formula is a secret; it is known only as Formula 612...40,000 soldiers and newly arrived officers from the war theatres moved into the central plateau of Oregon for war games to start Sept 14. 75,000 men will participate...
WE HAVE A NOTICE FROM THE MISS OFFICER

"If you find a little paint, sawdust, etc, in your shop, don't worry--it's due to the expansion program." **

**Note: After what we've eaten here and on the way over, what's a few shavings?

FROM THE HEADQUARTERS of the Second Lat­rine Corps Area, James Jefferson Little, Commanding General, (of Atlanta, Joja, sah) comes this communique:

"Under the authority vested in me, I hereby promote General Rumor (T/Sgt Den­gil Mallory) to the grade of Field Mars­hal Rumor. The above promotion is for unsurpassed brilliance and outstanding strategy in handling the difficult as­signment of promoting rumors concerning the Italian Campaign."

MAJOR LEAGUE STANDINGS AS of Sept 7.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

NY 80 49 .620 St Louis 87 44 .664
Clev 66 59 .535 CinN 72 56 .554
Wash 71 62 .534 Brooklyn 70 59 .543
Detr 66 56 .557 Pitts 70 55 .519
Chi 66 61 .512 Chi 61 69 .489
Bost 62 69 .473 Boston 56 66 .482
St L 58 71 .450 Phila 57 72 .452
Phil 44 94 .344 NY 45 83 .332

CPL ROGER McCLOSKEY, the New Orleans boy with the Brooklyn accent, asks, "Say, is that new guy from Salt Lake City one of them Mormon fellas?"

THE BOYS in Hat C-4 want to know if they can take the ceiling of their old hut with them when they move to their new hut, as they hate to leave all of those beautiful pin-up gals behind.

STAFF

EDITOR Sgt Norman C. McKenna, Hq
SPORTS Sgt Henry Haley, Sup 2
Special Service Overseas News, Camp News­paper Service and BBC Broadcast Summaries

OFFICIAL

Vol. IV, No. 82 September 10, 1943

GUEST EDITOR S/Sgt John A. Lyons, Sup 2

ANY NEW MEN who would like to write or draw cartoons, come to the WHO DAT office. We can use contributions for WHO DAT, and also for the BUSH WEEKLY and YANK. If you'd like to locate a chum of yours in the Services, you can use the YANK Message Center. Two members of this Group have published poetry in YANK.

THANKS TO EISA for the variety musical show last night. It looked and sounded as if the GIs liked little Miss Joyce Gifford best.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW to Cpl Charles F Adams, QM; Pfc Walter C. Patterson, QM Pfc Samuel A. Smith, Rep 2.

RELIGIOUS SERVICES: Jewish, tonight at 1815, Group Chapel; Catholic Mass, at 1645 daily, Holy Hour, Friday after Mass, Confessions, Saturday, 1800-1830, St Louis Chapel; Masses, Sunday, 0700 & 0930, Bighton Chapel; Protestant, Sunday Services at 1000, Vespers Services at 1745, Group Chapel.

BACK TO THE STATES go Major Albert Cab­ana Jr., for Hospitalization; Major Thomas M. Walnut and Captain Luther P. Wheate to Technical Inspector School, Lowery Field, Donner, Colo.; and Lt. Joseph C. Johnson to Flight Officers' Training School, Nashville, Tenn.

There are a number of New Books in the Library, including twenty by Zane Grey.

SOFTBALL TODAY; Triple Ms vs Jeeps at 1650. YESTERDAY, The Bashboys beat Wheaton's Headaches 7 to 5.

LOST: A sharing Kit, by Pfc Joseph T. Cuzzo, Ser. If found return to WHO DAT Office.

THERE BE BIG, big Palaver between Sgt Norman C. McKenna and Pfc Clarence (G.I.) Davis as to who is sending home the most squenairs from Africa. The latest thing going home is a native drum to be used by Normanshone McKennaboukwa for cerem­onial purposes after the war.
ITALY: The first American news on the situation in Italy came in today, adding details to the brief summaries given over the radio. The news today, from BBC at 1100, reported that the first group of the American 5th Army had established itself at Naples after overcoming enemy resistance. In the south the 8th Army captured Pizzo, on the northern coast, and moved towards Baida. There were reports from neutral countries that the Allies had other landings along the coast. The Italian radio said that Marshal Badoglio had left Rome to make an inspection. Allied aircraft bombed San Nicola and Tortotella, shooting down 9 enemy planes during the raids. The invasion fleet at Naples was said to have covered 1,000 square miles, the vessels ranging from heavy warships to assault barges.

...The Nazi headquarters at Frascati, southeast of Rome, was destroyed by bombers, who also damaged rail facilities at Foggia, crippling the rail line of escape for the Nazis along the Italian east coast... Switzerland heard that Marshal Badoglio was preparing to declare war on Germany because Berlin had radioed to Italian Fascists to set up a new Italian Fascist government. Berlin radio said that Italian troops had occupied the Brenner Pass, which leads through the Alps into Germany. A later German report said that Nazi troops had taken over all frontier and other security posts held by Italian troops. Gen Kesselring, Field Marshal in command of Nazi troops in Italy, was said to have miraculously escaped death when his headquarters at Frascati suffered a direct bomb hit. Italian troops were fighting the Nazis, according to Swiss reports. These reports may be related to a declaration by Marshal Badoglio that Italy would cease all acts of hostility against the Americans and British, but would oppose attacks from any other quarter. Marshal Badoglio's declaration was no doubt prompted by the Allied statement that the United Nations forces would support any individual or Italian armed force which opposed the Germans or obstructed their armed effort. The Allied Middle East Commander, Gen Sir Henry Maitland Wilson, radioed to Italian forces in Albania, Yugo-Slavia and Greece to join the rebel forces there and fight with them against the Germans...

EUROPE: New records for operations were set by the RAF and USAAF based in England yesterday when the RAF made 1500 sorties and the USAAF made 1000. 17 enemy planes were shot down. Vast amphibious exercises continued to be carried out yesterday in the English Channel, sometimes reaching as close to the French coast as 10 miles. No enemy ships were seen during the maneuvers...

RUSSIA: Advancing on a 600 mile front in the south, the Russians came within 80 miles of Kiev, the nerve center of the whole German position in south Russia. The rail junction of Balmsch, on the road to Kiev was taken, in heavy fighting.

...In the Donets Basin, the Reds advanced to a point about 80 miles from the big bend in the Dnieper River. Their forces are now 50 miles beyond Stalino... On the Bryansk front, they captured Lyudinov, which threatens the German lines from the rear...

SW PACIFIC: Practically the Jap medium artillery at Lae has been knocked out, and a number of gun positions captured, as Allied forces closed their lines tighter about the encircled Japs. With the aid of warships operating at night, the Allies are maintaining their pressure on the Jap position at Salamaua...

UNITED STATES: News of the Italian surrender brought cheering throngs into the streets of New York, Washington, Boston and other large cities in the States... The President, in a broadcast Wednesday night, said that Italy's surrender was a great victory for the Allied nations, and also a great victory for the Italian people. He added, "Let us not delude ourselves into thinking this armistice means the end of the war in the Mediterranean. We must still drive the Germans out of Italy as we have driven them out of Tunisia and Sicily. We must drive them out of France and all other captive countries and we must strike them on their own soil from all directions. Our ultimate objectives in this war are Berlin and Tokio..." In Haverhill, Mass, a five man Draft Board was removed by Draft Board Chief Gen Hershey, after the Board had refused to draft fathers when single men still enjoyed occupational deferment... Navy Under Sec Forestal said the Navy is acquiring 1 plane carrier per month by the year's end and will have 14, twice the number we had when Pearl Harbor was attacked... Coal Administrator Ickes reported the coal supply "bad" and getting worse before it gets better. He explained that coal shipments to the Allies in the Mediterranean would have...
O.D., Sept 15, 1st Lt George H Cee, Jr.
O.D., Sept 16, 1st Lt Joseph C Johnson.
O.D. may be found in Group Headquarters.

THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY

CPT, A.O.

EDGE OF DARKNESS, with Errol Flynn and
we'll bet, Olivia de Haviland, at the
Roca ville tonight. Bushtown, A Guy, a Gal
and a Gob.

LATEST REPORT is that "TONS OF MONEY," a
show produced by Colonial residents, will
be presented at King George V Hall in
town Thursday night. Tickets at the SSC,
30 cents.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Sgt Thomas M
McDonell, Sup; S/Sgt Edward J Flamigan,
Rep; 2; Pfc John R Moore, Rep 2.

THIS CLIMATE must be good for the publish­
ing business: a new paper has appeared
at this base, called FILE 13, a tri-week­
ly bulletin published by Hq & Qp Det, SOS.
The Editor is T/Sgt Oscar W Williams, who
prepares the AMEW Bulletin every day.
Art work is by T/Sgt John Gruba, who has
decorated FILE 13's masthead with a neat
sketch of a GI tapping a typewriter.
Production is in charge of T/Sgt Clar­
ce Barnhardt.

THE FIRST ISSUE carries a note of thanks
to the Editor of WHO DAF, "the New York
Times of Africa, who loaned his stiil
advice and microscope to assist in the
midwifery of Joey the Pencil Pusher and
FILE 13." Glad to help, although it was
our first experience in midwifery.

ALTHOUGH SOBACAK of the Jilted GIS issue
10 walks, he gave no hits as his team
turned back Wheaton’s Headsaches 7-2, Lii
with 2 hits featured for the GIS. Triple
M’s welcomed the Gile Thumbs into the B
League by turning them back 7-4. Jensen
fanned 10 while De Hart and Sisemore of
the victors and Banzer of the Thumbs eac
knocked out 2 safeties. TODAY: Bush Boys
vs Jeeps; Bush Leaguers vs Triple Ms.
TOMORROW: Men in White vs Triple Ms; Dun­
can Fielders vs Jilted GIS.

VOLUNTEERS who prepared coffee and do­
uts yesterday were: Sgt Schaffhuber,
Rep; Pfc Davis, Hq; Pfc Vescari, Hq;
T/Sgt Cerami, Rep 2; Pfc Vaughan, Rep;
Sgt Douglas, QM; Sgt Quever, Rep; Pvt
Rainey, Rep; Pvt C W Bednarshuk;
Cpl Feavans, Rep.
ITALY: A fierce battle is raging about Salerno, American and British correspondents reported. It now appears that there was no surprise in the Allied landing, and that the Germans have prepared positions, including gun emplacements in the hills, enabling them to shell Americans moving up from the beaches. The Allies have been using carrier-based aircraft, and are expecting a German counterattack. 10 German planes were destroyed over Salerno and 3 others elsewhere, against a loss of 3 Allied aircraft. The fighting centers along the banks of the Sale River, south of Salerno, where high ground slopes close to the sea. The Allies claimed air supremacy in the Salerno sector, and continued to bring men and supplies ashore. Their beachhead is now 30 miles long and about 6 miles deep. The British 8th Army made rapid progress on the east coast of Italy, their armored divisions sweeping up the coast 65 miles to take Bari on the Adriatic Sea. Bari is about 100 miles east of Salerno, almost directly across Italy. Allied aircraft continued their strategy of cutting rail lines running north and south in Italy, attacking engine sheds and railway bridges at Pesaro, which links Rome with the eastern coast by rail. Potenza was also attacked... The German radio announced the formation of a Fascist National government in Italy under Musolini. The Fascists are said to be back in power under Nazi protection in northern Italy...Jack Belden, Time magazine's correspondent, was wounded while covering the landings at Salerno...

RUSSIA: The Soviet wedge was driven deeper into the central sector of the front, further threatening German communications from north to south. Point of the wedge, aimed at Kiev, is about 50 miles northwest of that city. The railway, connecting Noshin with Chernigov has been cut, in fighting northwest of Kiev, while Lokhvitz, near Noshin, was captured. Pushing beyond Stalingrad, the Red forces are now within 60 miles of Zaporoze at some points. The German defense in this area appeared to be weakening. By landing Marines behind the German forces along the Sea of Azov, the Russians forced the Nazis to fall back 10 miles west of Mariupol. The Germans evacuated Bryansk, and the Russians passed through that city to move on Roslavl...

SW PACIFIC: Americans and Australians closed in on Lae from four directions. One Allied force is now 1 mile from the Malahang landing strip. The airfield at Salamaa is already in use by the Allies...Jap planes raided our air base at Funafuti, in the Ellice islands, on Monday, causing slight damage. 1 enemy plane was shot down...

EUROPE: Stockholm announced that Sweden would maintain her present mobilization of troops (it was not stated what percentage was mobilized) in view of the possibility that there may be new outbreaks of war in northern Europe... United States: Office of War Information Director Elmer Davis appealed to the nation's newspapers not to delude their readers into undue optimism with misleading headlines before the Allies achieve victory. Said Davis, "There will certainly be some partial and local defeats...if an informed and intelligent understanding of the war is to be created the front-page headlines are the place where the job will be chiefly done." David urged headline writers to show each victory or defeat in its proper perspective...A General Court Martial convicted Col William T Colman, former commandant of Selfridge Field Army Air Base to the rank of Captain, and put him at the bottom of the promotion list, for 3 years. The Court found Colman guilty of drunkenness and careless use of firearms, involving the wounding of his chauffeur. He was acquitted on the remainder of 28 counts...President Roosevelt will send a special message on the progress of the war to Congress. He also announced that NY State Supreme Court Justice Samuel I Rosenman would leave the bench to become his legal advisor... A bill to prohibit the further drafting of fathers and the discharge from the service of fathers who were married at the time of induction was introduced on the opening day of Congress by Rep Andrew May (Ky) Chairman of the House Military Affairs Committee...In the Senate, Democratic Leader Alben Barkley said that top ranking military officers would be asked to testify on the father-drafting question...The Navy announced the loss of the SS submarine Grenadier with 54 crew members, and the sinking of 2 American sub-chasers in the Mediterranean August 23. Asked if the American raid on Paramushiru was costly, Navy
THE RED RIBBON of the Good Conduct Medal will soon be worn by members of this Group who have completed one regular enlistment or 1 year of active military service in this war, and have been recommended by their commanding officers for exemplary behavior, efficiency and fidelity. Those who receive the Medal will be listed in WHO DAT. HQ Sq men are listed below, with their home towns.

Sgt Otis F Albrecht. Detroit, Mich.
Sgt James L Aubuchon. Tiff, Mo.
Sgt Richard A Buchanan. Wilson, N.C.
Cpl Joseph L Carden. Muncie, Ind.
Sgt Paul A Duman. Savannah, Ga.
Sgt Shirley L Estes. Toledo, O.
T/Sgt John A Haft. Crestline, O.
St-Raymond G Gouveia. Seymour, Tex.
T/5 Francis J Kelly. Oakland, Calif.
Sgt/Staff Charles C King. Bakerfield, Calif.
Sgt Albert H Koerth. Shelbyville, Ill.
Sgt Alward A Koen. Chilton, Tex.
T/5 George C Kurt. Beyonne, N.J.
Cpl John Lawrence. New Egypt, N.J.
S/Sgt Thaddeus L Lowder. Aberdeen, N.C.
Sgt Wallace R MacGowan. Clinton, Wis.
T/Sgt Dennis L Mallory. Wichita, Kan.
T/Sgt Rayburn V McKe. Canyon, Tex.
Sgt Normen C McKenna. Brown, Md.
Sgt Albert L Merrell. Elmira, N.Y.
Cpl Philip A Mitchell. Myss, Ore.
Sgt Gerald M Pope. Alba, Tex.
Cpl Howard E Potter. Harlan, Iowa.
Sgt Edmund P Robison. Sublette, Ill.
Sgt Theodore W Ruiz. Poco, Calif.
S/Sgt George R Schlobohm. Hollis, N.Y.
Sgt Otto J Schumann. Austin, Tex.
Sgt Aubrey J Smiraglia. Atlanta, Ga.
T/5 Frank P Sloga. Sacramento, Calif.
Sgt James Still. Brownsville, Tex.
Sgt James Still. Littler, Ky.
T/3 Arthur Taureta. Brooklyn, N.Y.
T/Sgt Jesse B Williams. Seminole, Okla.

A COPY OF WHO DAT for each of the men listed above will be found in HQ Orderly Room.

C.D. Sept 15, Maj Lt George R Gees, Jr. C.D. Sept 16, 1st Lt Joseph C Johnson. C.D. may be found in Group Headquarters.

THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY

CAPT. A. C.

EDGE OF DARKNESS, with Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland, at the Roanoke tonight, Bus twon, A Guy, a Gal and a Gob.

LATEST REPORT is that "TONS OF MONEY," a show produced by Colonial residents, will be presented at King George V Hall in town Thursday nights. Tickets at the SOS, 30 cents.


THIS CLIMATE must be good for the publish ing business: a new paper has appeared at this Base, called FILE 15, a tricolor bulletin published by HQ & HQ Dat, SOS. The Editor is 2/3 Oscar W Williams, who prepares the AMEN Bulletin every day. Art work is by T/Sgt John Grube, who has decorated FILE 15's masthead with a neat sketch of a GI tapping a typewriter. Production is in charge of T/Sgt Clarence Earmhardt.

The FIRST ISSUE carries a note of thanks to the Editor of WHO DAT, "The New York Times of Africa," who loaned his style, advice and microscope to assist in the midwifery of Jerry the Penel Pusher and FILE 13. Glad to help, although it was our first experience in midwifery.

ALTHOUGH SOBECKA of the Jilted GIs-issued 10 walks, he gave no hits as his team turned back Wheaton's Headaches 7-2. Liz with 2 hits featured for the GIs. Triple Ms welcomed the Sore Thumbs into the B League by winning them back 7-4. Jensen fanned 10 while De Hart and Sisemore of the victors and Basner of the Thumbs each knocked out 2 safeties. TODAY: Bush Boys vs Jeeps; Bush Leaguers vs Triple Ms. TOMORROW: Men in White vs Triple Ms; Dun can Fielders vs Jilted GIs.

VOLUNTEERS who prepared coffee and donuts yesterday were: Sgt Schaffhuber, Rep.; Pfc Davis, Hq; Pfc Vasari, Hq; T/Sgt Cerami, Rep 2; Pvt Vaughn, Rep.; Sgt Douglas, OI.; Sgt Quiver, Rep.; Pvt Rainey, Rep.; Pvt C W Bednar*chuk, OI.; Cpl. Beavens, Rep.
ITALY: A fierce battle is raging about Salerno, American and British correspondents reported. It now appears that there was no surprise in the Allied landing, and that the Germans have very well prepared positions, including gun emplacements in the hills, enabling them to shell Americans moving up from the beaches. The Allies have been using carrier-based aircraft, and are expecting a German counterattack. 10 German planes were destroyed over Salerno and 3 others elsewhere, against a loss of 3 Allied aircraft. The fighting continues along the banks of the Sele River, south of Salerno, where high ground slopes close to the sea. The Allies claimed air supremacy in the Salerno sector, and continued to bring men and supplies ashore. Their beachhead is now 30 miles long and about 6 miles deep. The British 8th Army made rapid progress on the east coast of Italy, their armored divisions sweeping up the coast 65 miles to take Bari on the Adriatic Sea. Bari is about 100 miles east of Salerno, almost directly across Italy. Allied aircraft continued their strategy of cutting rail lines running north and south in Italy, attacking engine sheds and railway bridges at Pescara, which links Rome with the eastern coast by rail. Potenza was also attacked. The German radio announced the formation of a Fascist National government in Italy under Mussolini. The Fascists are said to be back in power under Nazi protection in northern Italy. Jack Baldwin, Time magazine correspondent, was wounded while covering the landings at Salerno.

RUSSIA: The Soviet wedge was driven deeper into the central sector of the front, further threatening German communications from north to south. Point of the wedge, aimed at Kiev, is about 50 miles northwest of that city. The railway connecting Nezhin with Chernigow has been cut, in fighting northwest of Kiev, while Lokhvitza, near Nezhin, was captured. Pushing beyond Stalinig, the Reds are now within 60 miles of Zaporozhe at some points. The German defense in this area appeared to be weakening. By landing Marines behind the German forces along the Sea of Azov, the Russians forced the Nazis to fall back 10 miles west of Mariupol. The Germans evacuated Bryansk, and the Russians passed through that city to move on Rostov.

SW PACIFIC: Americans and Australians closed in on Lae from four directions. One Allied force is now 1 mile from the Melanahing landing strip. The airfield at Salamaua is already in use by the Allies. Jap planes raided our air base at Fanafuti, in the Ellice islands, on Monday, causing slight damage. 1 enemy plane was shot down.

EUROPE: Stockholm announced that Sweden would maintain its present mobilization of troops (it was not stated what per centage was mobilized) in view of the possibility that there may be new outbreaks of war in northern Europe.

UNITED STATES: Office of War Information Director Elmer Davis appealed to the nation's newspapers not to delude their readers into undue optimism with misleading headlines before the Allies achieve victory. Said Davis, "There will certainly be some partial and local defeats...if an informed and intelligent understanding of the war is to be created the front page headlines are the place where the job will be chiefly done." Davis urged headline writers to show each victory or defeat in its proper perspective. A General Court Martial demoted Col. William T Colman, former commander of Selfridge Field Army Air Base to the rank of Captain, and put him at the bottom of the promotion list, for 3 years. The court found Colman guilty of drunkenness and careless use of firearms, involving the wounding of his chauffeur. He was acquitted on the remainder of 28 counts. President Roosevelt will send a special message on the progress of the war to Congress. He also announced that NY State Supreme Court Justice Samuel I Rosman would leave the bench to become his legal advisor. A bill to prohibit the further drafting of fathers and the discharge from the service of fathers who were married at the time of induction was introduced on the opening day of Congress by Rep. Andrew May (NY) Chairman of the House Military Affairs Committee. In the Senate, Democratic Leader Allen Barkley said that top ranking military officers would be asked to testify on the father-drafting question. The Navy announced the loss of the US submarine Grenadier with 64 crew members, and the sinking of 2 American sub-chasers in the Mediterranean August 23. Asked if the American raid on Paramushiro was costly, Navy Sec Knox replied, "Yes; that's one of those times; nobody has yet invented a ..."
THE RED RIBBON of the Good Conduct Medal will soon be worn by members of this Group who have completed one regular enlistment or 1 year of active military service in this war, and "are recommended by their commanding officers for exemplary behavior, efficiency and fidelity." Those who receive the Medal will be listed in WHO DAT. Hq Sq men are listed below, with their home towns:

Sgt Otis E Albrecht, Detroit, Mich.
Sgt James A Aubuchon, Tiff, Mo.
Cpl James L Bixton, Richmond, Va.
T/5 Charles E Boykin, Wilson, N.C.
Sgt Richard A Buchanan, Indianapolis, Ind.
Cpl Joseph L Cordova, Nacogdoches, Texas.
Pfc Clarence Davis, El Paso, Texas.
Sgt Paul A Duncan, Toledo, Ohio.
Sgt Shirley L Estes, Gaithersburg, Md.
Sgt Richard E Frye, Crestline, Ohio.
T/Sgt A John Helt, Bethlehem, Pa.
1/4 Rufus H Hix, Seymour, Tex.
Sgt Raymond G Georvea, Oakland, Calif.
T/5 Francis J Kelly, Bakersfield, Cal.
Sgt Charles C King, Shelbyville, Ill.
Sgt Albert H Koerth, Chilton, Texas.
T/5 George C Kurz, Bayonne, N.J.
Cpl John Lawrence, New Egypt, N.J.
Sgt Thaddeus L Lowder, Aberdeen, N.C.
Sgt Wallace R MacGowan, Clinton, Wis.
T/Sgt Dentzil L Mallory, Wichita, Kan.
T/Sgt Rayburn V McKee, Canyon, Texas.
T/Sgt Edmund C Robinson, Phoenix, Ariz.
Sgt George W Ross, Pogo, Calif.
Sgt Theodore W Ruiz, Hollis, N.Y.
Sgt George R Schlobohm, Austin, Texas.
Sgt Otto J Schumann, Atlanta, Ga.
Sgt Aubrey E Seignious, Pippapass, Ky.
Sgt Robert Short, Sacramento, Calif.
T/5 Frank P Sloat, Brunswick, Texas.
Sgt Cecil D Smith, Greensville, Texas.
Sgt James Still, Littocar, Ky.
T/5 Arthur Tourrets, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Sgt Alfred T Wilhelm, Augusta, Ga.
Sgt Jesse B Williams, Seminole, Okla.

A COPY OF WHO DAT for each of the men listed above will be found in Hq Orderly Room.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Sgt Thomas M McDonell, Sup; S/Sgt Edward J Flanagan, Rep; Pfc John R Moore, Rep.

THIS CLIMATE must be good for the publishing business: a new paper has appeared at this Base, called FILE 13, a tri-weekly bulletin published by HQ & Det, SOS. The Editor is T/3 Oscar W Williams, who prepares the AMEW Bulletin every day. Art work is by T/5 John Gruba, who has decorated FILE 13's masthead with a neat sketch of a GI tapping a typewriter. Production is in charge of T/Sgt Clarence Earnhardt.

THE FIRST ISSUE carries a note of thanks to the Editor of WHO DAT, "the New York Times of Africa, who loaned his style, advice and mimeoscope to assist in the midwifery of Jerry the Pencil Pusher and FILE 13." Glad to help, although it was our first experience in midwifery.

ALTHOUGH SOECKAR of the Jilted GIs issued 10 blanks, he gave no hits as his team turned back Wheaton's Headaches. 7-6. Lis with 3 hits featured for the GIs, Triple Ms welcomed the sore Thumbs into the B League by turning them back 7-2. Jensen fanned 10 while De Hart and Sizemore of the victors and Bazem of the Thumbs each knocked out 2 safeties. TODAY: Bush Boys vs Jeeps; Bush Leaguers vs Triple Ms.

TOMORROW: Men in White vs Triple Ms; Duncan Fielders vs Jilted GIs.

VOLUNTEERS who prepared coffee and doughnuts yesterday were: Sgt Schaffthuber, Rep; Pfc Davis, Hq; Pfc Vaccari, Hq; T/Sgt Gerami, Rep 2; Pvt Vaughn, Rep; Sgt Douglas, QM; Sgt Quevor, Rep; Pvt Rainey, Rep; Pvt C W Bednar/Chalk, QM; Cpl Reavens, Rep.
ITALY: A fierce battle is raging about Salerno, American and British correspondents reported. It now appears that there was no surprise in the Allied landing, and that the Germans have very well prepared positions, including gun emplacements in the hills, enabling them to shell Americans moving up from the beaches. The Allies have been using carrier-based aircraft, and are expecting a German counterattack. 10 German planes were destroyed over Salerno and 3 others elsewhere, against a loss of 3 Allied aircraft. The fighting centers along the banks of the Sele River, south of Salerno, where high ground slopes close to the sea. The Allies claimed air supremacy in the Salerno sector, and continued to bring men and supplies ashore. Their beachhead is now 30 miles long and about 6 miles deep. The British 8th Army made rapid progress on the east coast of Italy, their armored divisions sweeping up the coast 65 miles to take Bari on the Adriatic Sea. Bari is about 100 miles east of Salerno, almost directly across Italy. Allied aircraft continued their strategy of cutting rail lines running north and south in Italy, attacking engine sheds and railway bridges at Pescara, which links Rome with the eastern coast by rail. Potenza was also attacked.

The German radio announced the formation of a Fascist National government in Italy under Mussolini. The Fascists are said to be back-in power under Nazi protection in northern Italy. Jack Belden, Time magazine correspondent, was wounded while covering the landings at Salerno...

RUSSIA: The Soviet wedge was driven deeper into the central sector of the front, further threatening German communications from north to south. Point of the wedge, aimed at Kiev, is about 50 miles northwest of that city. The railway connecting Neshin with Chernigov has been cut, in fighting northwest of Kiev, while Lokhvinets, near Neshin, was captured. Pushing beyond Stalino, the Red Army is within 60 miles of Zaporshe at some points. The German defense in this area appeared to be weakening. By landing Marines behind the German forces along the Sea of Azov, the Russians forced the Nazis to fall back 10 miles west of Mariupol. The Germans evacuated Bryansk, and the Russians passed through that city to move on Roslavl...

SW PACIFIC: Americans and Australians closed in on Lae from four directions. One Allied force is now 1 mile from the Malahang landing strip. The airfield at Salamaua is already in use by the Allies. Jap planes raided our air base at Fanafuti, in the Ellice islands, on Monday, causing slight damage. 1 enemy plane was shot down.

EUROPE: Stockholm announced that Sweden would maintain her present mobilization of troops (it was not stated what per centage was mobilized) in view of the possibility that there may be new outbreaks of war in northern Europe.

UNITED STATES: Office of War Information Director Elmer Davis appealed to the nation's newspapers not to delude their readers into undue optimism with misleading headlines before the Allies achieve victory. Said Davis, "There will certainly be some partial and local defeats...if an informed and intelligent understanding of the war is to be created the front page headlines are the place where the job will be chiefly done." Davis urged headline writers to show each victory or defeat in its proper perspective. A General Court Martial demoted Col William I Colman, former commandant of Selfridge Field Army Air Base to the rank of Captain, and put him at the bottom of the promotion list, for 3 years. The Court found Colman guilty of drunkenness and careless use of firearms, involving the wounding of his chauffeur. He was acquitted on the remainder of 28 counts. President Roosevelt will send a special message on the progress of the war to Congress. He also announced that NY State Supreme Court Justice Samuel I Rosenman would leave the bench to become his legal advisor. A bill to prohibit the further drafting of fathers and the discharge from the service of fathers who were married at the time of induction was introduced on the opening day of Congress by Rep Andrew May (Ky) Chairman of the House Military Affairs Committee. In the Senate, Democratic Leader Alben Barkley said that top ranking military officers would be asked to testify on the father-drafting question. The Navy announced the loss of the US submarine Grenadier with 64 crew members, and the sinking of 2 American sub-chasers in the Mediterranean. A dred if the American raid on Paramushiro was costly.
STAFF
EDITOR Sgt Norman C McKenna, Hq
SPORTS Sgt Henry Malay, Sup 2
Special Service Overseas News, Camp Newspaper Service and BBC Broadcast Summaries

FIRST ON THE CHOP LINE at our anniversary Bar-B-Que this Sunday will be the Squadron whose team wins the tug-of-war. And best seats at the Sunday night stage and movie show will be reserved for the Squadron whose entries run up the most points in sports events.

EACH SQUADRON will have one team of ten men in the tug-of-war, and one entry in the Quiz Contest.

POINTS FOR 1st, 2nd and 3rd will be awarded in the track and field events: 60, 100 and 220 yd dashes; three legged and sack races; broad jump; softball and football throw.

BOXING BOUTS are scheduled, and those interested should see Sgt Rogers, Rep in the Rec Hall on Thursday, from 1200 to 1600.

THERE WILL BE DINNER DANCING....

SWIMMING, horseshoe pitching, volley ball and beer gussling all day. No prizes for these events.

LOCAL TALENT wanted for our stage show. See Capt Ethtridge on time.

STILL MORE MEN in Rep Sq who were awarded the Good Conduct Medal are listed below. The award is made to enlisted men who have completed one regular enlistment or one year of active service during this war, and "are recommended by their commanding officers for exemplary behavior, efficiency and fidelity." A copy of today's WHO DAT for men listed below will be found in Rep Sq Orderly Room.

Sgt Jim H Markos, Ogden, Utah
Pfc Ellie D Marlin, N Birmingham, Ala.
S/Sgt Horsemartin, Harrisburg, Ill.
Cpl John A Martin, Blaine, N.H.
Sgt Albert J Magliore, Rochester, N.Y.
Sgt John Miller, Salt Lake City, Utah
S/Sgt Chesney M Mitchell, Seattle, Wash.
M/Sgt Ralph L Mitchell, Roswell, Tex.
S/Sgt Oscar H Morgan, Inverness, Ill.
Sgt Fred P Morris, Clendenin, W.Va.
Cpl Johnnie F Myers, Dorothy, W. Va.
S/Sgt Theodore C Nelson, Salem, Ore.
Sgt Robert M Olchotree, Guthrie Center, Ia.
Sgt Alvin O Olson, Lake Bronson, Minn.
Sgt Emil C Olson, Coteau, N.D.
Pfc Haldred O Olson, Montevideo, Minn.
Cpl Albert C Ostman, Albert, Minn.
S/Sgt Gilbert L Palmer, Dousman, Wis.
Cpl William R Parks, Duncansville, Pa.
Cpl Floyd W Perton, Asheville, N.C.
M/Sgt Patrick C Pedracone, Madison, Wis.
Cpl Robert E Perry, Punta Gorda, Fla.
Cpl Stuart L Phillips, South Gate, Cal.
Cpl Felix F Prokop, Kenosha, Wis.
S/Sgt Ralph L Quever, Monomiee, Mich.
Cpl Kenneth M Ramesdell, Grandon, Wis.
Sgt Merle J Ray, Indianapolis, Ind.
Sgt Wyndham R Redford, Denver, Colo.
Sgt Paul E Rogers, Colorado City, Tex.
Sgt Ray Rogers, Akron, O.
T/Sgt Robert H Rooney, Concord, Kan.
Cpl George E Roscoe, New Vernon, N.J.
S/Sgt John W Rose, Garrettville, O.
Sgt Albert H Savage, Adrian, Mich.
Cpl Thomas J Savage, Dorr, Minn.
Sgt Peter J Schafflower, Easton, Minn.
Pfc Sherman L Scott, Klamath Falls, Ore.
Pfc Frank Shell, Tampa, Fla.
Pfc Herman J Shull, Denver, Colo.
PRIZES TO BE AWARDED to winners of events at the Anniversary Bar-B-Que on Sunday
are on display at the Group Post Office.

** MEDITERRANEAN: The American 5th Army continued to push deeper inland from Salerno
and captured three towns, one 6 miles northeast of Salerno, another 7 miles
north and another, Campagna, almost due east about 23 miles. Potenza, a com-
 munications junction almost midway in Italy, and southeast of Campagna, was
 captured by the 8th Army, French patriots, commandos and Italians were pushing
12,000 Germans to the northeast corner of Corsica, while the Germans car-
 ried out demolition, their apparent intention being to hold the Allies un-
til they could get off the island. American troops had landed on Sardinia.
Allied aircraft centered its attention on transport and communications centers
at Benevento, Capua and Concordio, just behind the German lines, and also bom-
b ed the German lines...Naples was reported in flames, without water or light,
and with food distribution failing. Many Italians have been killed violating the
Nazi curfew, and the Nazis are said to be lobbing the city...The Vatican
radio said that no Nazis had crossed the boundaries of Vatican City. Meanwhile
the Berlin radio referred sharply to "the Vatican with its preaching of pacif-
ism and with its anti-German sentiments" and added that "these centers of sabot-
age and betrayal will be eliminated from the new Fascist Italy."...

SW PACIFIC: Allied ground forces were on the move again, an Australian air
school division landing and capturing Keitaip, about 60 miles north of Lae and 70 miles
from Madang. The capture outflanks Finschafen. Allied aircraft attacked Wewak
and communications south of Madang. 2 enemy planes were shot down, and 3 more
were downed over Lae while 5 enemy bombers and 3 fighters were downed over
Vella La Vella. 3 more Jap fighters were downed by AA fire. 5 Allied planes
are missing...

RUSSIA: The Russian advance on the Smolensk front continued, with that city being
endangered by Russian forces from the southeast and northeast. The railway junction
of Gamel, about midway between Smolensk and Kiev, was the target of another
Russian column, now 50 miles from Gamel. The front in the Kiev sector is now
300 miles wide, with Kiev in danger of being outflanked. In the far south, the
Red forces are within 15-20 miles of Zaporoze and Dnieperpetrovsk...

ENGLAND: Winston Churchill gave Commons a two hour report on the progress of the
war, and revealed that not one Allied ship had been sunk in the North Atlantic
in the past four months. German commentaries on his speech admitted that the
statement was true. Other information given by Churchill: there were elaborate
plans to invade Sardinia, but the island was "picked up" and now Americans had
landed there...an American air borne division was to have landed at Rome, but
this plan was not carried out because it was found Germans controlled all the
fields at Rome...enemy losses in Sicily were 150,000 killed, wounded and capt-
ured...the Germans used a new aerial bomb, a "rocket-assisted glider," which
was released and guided by a parent plane to its target; it was used against
shipping...Gen MacArthur is "an officer of outstanding personality to whom we
owe our Australian brothers are under an immeasurable debt...explaining
Mussolini's escape, IL Duce was to be delivered to the Allies but this was im-
possible before the Armistice, as it would revealed Badoglio's plans...he hoped
that he, President Roosevelt and Stalin would meet before the end of the war...
"the bloodiest portion of the war for Britain and the US lies ahead...the Medi-
terranean operations are only a prelude to the main attack on Germany from the
west...the Nazis have forfeited the right to a honest armistice like Italy's...
...while the Italians will be rescued from "servitude and degradation" and al-
lowed to resume a place among free democracies,"Nazi tyranny and Prussian mil-
liarism must be destroyed..."

CANADA: German U-boats tried to close the important harbor of Halifax, Nova Scotia
in June, but mines were discovered and cleared from the convoy channel. Only
1 small freighter was sunk, and no lives were lost...

UNITED STATES: Senator Truman of Missouri demanded that the Army and Navy prove that
they have put their power needs to the utmost before drafting fathers. He
questioned the necessity for keeping large numbers of troops in the US, and
questioned the effectiveness and particularly employed."
THE MAIL ORDERLIES may not win any prizes Sunday, but they will win a Section VIII if GIs keep asking them if they are (a) Selling candy now; (b) Selling Ebony elephants; (c) What are they for? They are prizes to be awarded at Sunday's party, and the Orderlies don't want to answer any more questions about them. They don't mind the usual query, "Any mail today?" when the sign reads "No mail." They are used to that now.

THE ROCVILLE'S SHEEP HERD (1, white) is doing very well. She spends the night under the Adjutant's hut and every morning rises with the sun and goes for bush on time. Reminds the Adjutant of his native Brenham, Texas...

BONJOUR, published at APO 622 by an outfit overseas 15 months or more, has in its question and answer column: "My outfit ships out soon. How are my chances for a furlough?" Answer: "They are good. It is the new policy of the WD to grant furloughs to EM before they go overseas if they had none during the preceding 6 months. EM who have had no furlough since called to active duty are also granted furloughs within limitations of military necessity." Suppose we could collect on that policy? C'est drôle, Bonjour.

BELOW IS THE FINAL LIST of men in Rep Sq who were awarded the Good Conduct Medal. The award is made to enlisted men who have completed one regular enlistment or one year of active service during this war, and are recommended by their commanding officers for exemplary behavior, efficiency, and fidelity. A copy of today's WHO DAT for men listed below will be found in Rep Sq Orderly Room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sgt Ralph A Simpson</td>
<td>Morgantown, N.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/Sgt Albert F Smith</td>
<td>Cochituate, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/Sgt Harcourt W Smith</td>
<td>Meteeche, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/Sgt Ralph E Smith</td>
<td>San Antonio, Tex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/Sgt Louis F Stangel</td>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/Sgt Harry E Sterkel</td>
<td>St. Louis, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Sgt Dallas H Stephens</td>
<td>Shrewsbury, W.Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sgt Marion H Stepp</td>
<td>Huntington Park, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpl Henery M Sumner</td>
<td>Erie, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpl Robert Szymak</td>
<td>Marinetto, Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M/Sgt John H Taquino</td>
<td>Dallas, Tex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpl Walter T Tesky</td>
<td>Land O'Lakes, Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sgt Clifford J Tesseran</td>
<td>Morris, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpl Max P Thackston</td>
<td>Woodruff, S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sgt Arne S Thorsen</td>
<td>Brooklyn, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/Sgt Wilbert K Viohl</td>
<td>Hillsboro, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/Sgt Robert E Volke</td>
<td>Cincinnati, O.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OFFICIAL

C.D., Sept 24: Capt Earl L. Mortimer. C.D. may be found in Group Headquarters.

THIS ISSUE CENSORED BY

CAPT., A. C.

NO MOVIES in Rocville tonight. Native variety show at the Bush town tonight.

THE ROCVILLE SOFTBALL SEASON got off to a good start yesterday with the Reds taking the first game from Men in White, 6-5. Nemeth's second hit in the 5th broke a deadlock to give the Reds the inaugural game. ...Hors defeated Duncan Fielders 9-3. Thackston featured with 2 singles and a homer. TODAY: Sore Thumbs vs Triple Ms; Wheaton's Headsache vs Jilted GIs. Umps, De Sack and Emery. TOMORROW: Bush Boys vs. Jeeps; Wide Awakes vs Parker House Boys.

BIG FEATURE of our monster party Sunday will be a quiz contest at 1:00 by that celebrated African witch doctor, Dr. F-U. Any GI who thinks he knows anything at all is invited to participate. Fine fine prizes for the winners.

SUNDAY AT 1630, The Bobbeats, Bush town's softball champs, will play Rocville's champs, the Bush Leaguers on the Rockville diamond.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW TO Pfc Emery H Anderson, Rep 2; Sgt Francis L Peckham, Rep 2.
MEDITERRANEAN: American Rangers have joined French and Italian forces on Corsica in bitter fighting with the Nazis. Allied aircraft bombed Bastia, in northeast Corsica, the port which the Germans would likely use for evacuation, and Leghorn, on the Italian mainland, the nearest port of refuge for the evacuees. 1000 Nazis were killed in fighting in the southeastern corner of Corsica and several hundred were taken prisoner. The enemy is being gradually pushed toward Bastia.

The Salerno battle was declared at an end as the 5th Army pushed north against rearguard opposition, while the 8th Army, on the American right flank, pushed east. Naples, now in range of American artillery, was reported in flames, with the Nazis carrying out wholesale destruction of the city. The Allies have not bombed the city of Naples since the landing at Salerno, nor have they shelled St. Towns taken by Americans beyond Salerno include Monte Corvino, Rovella and San Cipriano. 8th Army units from Taranto took Ginaos, 25 miles northwest of Taranto, while 8th units took Avigliana, 10 miles north of Potenza. Allied aircraft bombed targets 45 miles beyond Naples and enemy transportation. 2 of our planes were lost, and 1 enemy plane shot down...

SW PACIFIC: Using American troop carriers, Australians made a bold landing only 6 miles north of Finschafen. They established a strong foothold there. Allied targets for ground forces are Finschafen, and Madang, to the west, on the north coast of New Guinea...

RUSSIA: The long German line in Russia was in danger of losing its extreme southern tip, resting on the shores of the Black Sea, when the Kuban peninsula flared into activity within the past week. Latest advance of the Red forces there carried them into Anapa, the only port on the Black Sea apart from those on the Crimea peninsula. The Reds forced the Nazis into the wastes of Taman peninsula. The Germans have one avenue of escape, across the Kerch Straits into the Crimea. In the southern Ukraine, Red forces were 15 miles from Dniepropol, and 8 miles Zaporoze. Berlin announced the capture of Poltava, but the Russians denied they had taken that city. On the Kiev front, the Reds took Oster, about 30 miles northeast of Kiev and took other places southeast of Kiev. Nazi positions on the Dnieper were further threatened by the capture by the Soviets of Dniodov, 40 miles northwest of Smolensk...

YUGOSLAVIA: Patriots are now engaged in two major battles against the Nazis along the Adriatic coast. Great quantities of arms have fallen into the hands of the patriots. A force of Slovenian troops in the north are threatening the city of Trieste...

EUROPE: RAF bombers in great strength strafed heavily at Hanover, Germany, their targets being the locomotive and tank works. About 36 bombers and 1 fighter are missing from the raid. Flying Fortress, accompanied by Thunderbolts, raided the naval installations at Nantes, France. They also struck at airfields. Wurzburg accompanied by fighters attacked an airfield 60 miles west of Paris...

UNITED STATES: World series odds were shortening, according to the NY Times, and the Yankees were no longer top heavy favorites. St Louis money if forcing odds down until even money is expected before the series opens October 5...According to Takio broadcasts intercepted in the US, large Jap cities are being evacuated to meet the threat of Allids air raids. Total mobilization of the Japanese civilian population for war work is part of a vast program to bolster home front morale in Japan...Industrialist Bernard M Baruch told the Senate Military Affairs Committee that if Gen Marshall says he needs more men, and that means drafting fathers, he should be given what he wants—"the man in charge of the job should be given our unqualified support."...An emergency fund of $18,600,000 has been set aside for infant and maternity care for the wives of enlisted men, as the estimate of servicemen's babies to be born this year was doubled...The American Legion, in convention at Omaha, worked for the adoption of a resolution...
PRIZE OF A TRIP TO BERLIN, instead of to Cairo, was to be awarded at the anniversary party Sunday, but arrangements could not be completed in time. There will be, however, 50 prizes for the various winners, including a prize for each man on the winning tug team. Prizes include ebony elephants with ivory tusks, brass and ivory curios, Whitman's Samplers, cigarettes and purchase certificates for the PX.

LAST NIGHT HQ SQ tried its varsity tug team against its second team and scrubs. The latter tried to tie one end of the rope around a hut, but the tenants selfishly objected. No school spirit.

HQ SQ is ready to put up big money on its tug team, because Pfc (GI) Davis is it on, and Davis is being reminded hourly that if his team wins, he will be first on the chop line. Judges will see to it that the tug rope is not anchored to a palm tree, or hooked to a GMC or the Farley XP-BD 1.

FIRST PRIZE OF A TRIP TO BERLIN, instead of to Cairo, was to be awarded at the anniversary party Sunday, but arrangements could not be completed in time. There will be, however, 50 prizes for the various winners, including a prize for each man on the winning tug team. Prizes include ebony elephants with ivory tusks, brass and ivory curios, Whitman's Samplers, cigarettes and purchase certificates for the PX.

LAST NIGHT HQ SQ tried its varsity tug team against its second team and scrubs. The latter tried to tie one end of the rope around a hut, but the tenants selfishly objected. No school spirit.

HQ SQ is ready to put up big money on its tug team, because Pfc (GI) Davis is it on, and Davis is being reminded hourly that if his team wins, he will be first on the chop line. Judges will see to it that the tug rope is not anchored to a palm tree, or hooked to a GMC or the Farley XP-BD 1.

FORWARD YOUR BEST GI-Q for the quiz contest. Only one to a Squadron in this contest. (The typewriter repair worked on this machine and now we can't get it out of low-low. What did you do to it, Cummings?)

MEMBERS OF OUR QUARTERMASTER PLATOON who were awarded the Good Conduct Medal are listed below. The award is made to enlisted men who have completed one regular enlistment or one year of active service during this war, and "are recommended by their commanding officers for exemplary behavior, efficiency and fidelity." A copy of today's WHO DAT for men listed below will be found in the QM Orderly Room.

T/Sgt Joseph C Pondergrast, Jr., Memphis, Tenn.
S/Sgt Johnnie M Adkins, Caryville, Tenn.
S/Sgt William N Hartog, Jr., New York, N.Y.
S/Sgt George Keim, Jr., Glendale, N.Y.
Sgt Harry C Douglas, Goodland, Kan.
T/4 Theodore Michael, Atlanta, Ga.
T/4 Orty E Orr, Neodesha, Kan.

IF YOU DON'T get a copy of WHO DAT today, leave word in your Orderly Room.
MEDITERRANEAN: Two-thirds of the island of Corsica is in Allied hands, with American Rangers fighting in the area about Bastia, the port to which the Germans retreated as an escape route to Italy. Chances of any sizable evacuation were lessened with the establishment of an air and sea blockade about Bastia...In Italy the right flank of the Allies swung inland and in a northerly direction, with the Allies shelling retreating Germans in the hills east of Salerno. Sarno was captured in the drive north. The Nazis were scuttling shipping in Naples harbor and the city of Naples was aflame with destruction...Middle East bombers attacked German airfields on the island of Rhodes, in the Aegean. The question of how useful to the Allies would be the ships of the Italian Navy was settled when Rear Admiral Blandy of Naval Ordnance revealed that the US Navy was prepared to supply ammunition to fit Italian naval guns...

RUSSIA: The German line in Russia continued to give way at four vital spots in the long front extending from Smolensk far south to the Black Sea. Starting in the north, the Red forces closed in on Smolensk from three sides, being only 9 miles away at one point. They were besieged by Orel, to the northwest of Smolensk...The Nazis took Pereyaslav southeast of Kiev and in some places were only 10 miles from the Ukrainian capital. Their front in the Kiev sector is 400 miles wide...The capture of Poltava by the Red forces was confirmed by Moscow; the capture opens the way for an advance on Kremenchug. These advances further endanger the Nazi hold on Zaporozhe and Dnieperpetrovsk. The last two places have been held by the Germans for two years; the Red Army is now within 8 miles of Dnieperpetrovsk...The Nazis moved the southernmost anchor of their line from the German swamps on the Kuban peninsula across the Kerch straits to the Crimean peninsula.

PACIFIC: Australians are 2 miles from Finshafen, and have the town under artillery fire. Before the airborne Australians landed, Allied aircraft neutralized all enemy airfields in the region. 40 Jap planes were downed, and 5 probables were claimed when 20 to 30 Jap bombers accompanied by about 30 Zeros attacked the invasion fleet which brought reinforcements to the Australians. The Jap planes were downed in about 25 minutes and not one Allied ship was lost. 3 of our planes were lost. It was announced that the Japs suffered about 6000 casualties in the battles at Lee and Salamaua. This does not include casualties of previous fighting in the Salamaua area and which are believed to amount to 6000 enemy casualties...The Navy revealed the name of another base in the Gilberts struck in the heavy air and sea attack a week ago. The fourth base is Apamama; the other three were Nauru, Tarawa and Makini...One third of the Jap merchant fleet has been sunk, US Navy Sec Knox said in London. Knox said the Allies were fighting in the Pacific under the most difficult conditions; that the Japs had a good fleet, knew how to handle it, and knew the Pacific much better than we...

EUROPE: 24 German fighters were shot down in a busy day and night of RAF and USAAF activity over France and Germany. No details of the raids were given, except that the operations had been intensive, and included targets from the west coast of France to northwest Germany...

UNITED STATES: The Yankees were within 2 games of clinching the pennant after nosing out Detroit 1-0 behind 2 hit pitching of Marius Russo...Congress continued its hearing on the Draft-Father question; the Senate Military Affairs Committee was told there are on the federal payroll 625,000 draft age men either single or married and childless. Speaker Sam Rayburn of Texas voiced the opinion that Congress would not bar the drafting of fathers...The American Legion, closing its convention at Omaha, called for a post-war Army and Navy big enough to carry war to future enemies; recommended universal military training for all youths; maintenance of a navy capable of meeting successfully any probable combination of hostile fleets; naval and air bases throughout the world so that our navy may be able to operate efficiently in accord with world strategy; treatment as treason of blockades, strikes and other "selfish interference with war production"; provision for returning soldiers until they get full time jobs; a national service act to make all available all man and womanpower in the US. Warren R Atherton, Stockton, Calif, attorney was elected National Commander...Capt Clerk Cable returned to a British base with a flank peppered bomber on his fifth mission as an aerial gunner and photographer, thus earning the Air Medal...Illinois coal operators and the United Mine Workers signed an agreement bringing a raise of about $2.00 daily to 25,000 miners. The contract goes to the